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     Introduction  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Before writing the story  it is essential to plan what you are going to write about . 
One of your first decision will be ‘what type of story am I going to write?’ 

Mystery 

Ghost 

Fairy tale  

Adventure 
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Now let’s see what ingredients make a great story 

 
 

Typically short story has five key elements – MemorableCharacters, Setting 

 

 
 (brief but poetic and vivid), Plot (as simple and interesting as 
possible), Conflict (intense but one), and Theme. Introduce monologue, dialogue  
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or conversation;but be careful to make it interesting 
and natural.  

 
 

 
 
 

Let your imagination work this winter. Write a story using 

hints given.  
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1. Complete the following story in about 250 words. Give a suitable title 
 
Birbal - courtiers jealous of him - ask Akbar to let them test him - one 
courtier puts a question to him - How many crows in Agra - Birbal asks 
for a week to study the situation - everyday seen on the terrace looking 
at the crows? After a week courtier asks him again - Birbal says as many 
crow as hairs in the courtier's head-Akbar laughs.  
 
 

Write a story in your own words on a movie     you 
watched recently. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
II. Complete the following sentences using appropriate degree of comparison. 
 
1. Julie is ——————- than Clara. (smart) 

2. Who is the ——————— player in the team? (good) 

3. She is as ——————- as her husband. (tall) 

4. This is the ——————– of the two routes. (short) 
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5. I am the ——————– child of my parents. (young) 

6. Surekha is ——————– than any other girl in the class. (intelligent) 

7. This laptop is ———————- than that laptop. (expensive) 

8. China is —————– than India. (large) 

9. A cheetah can run ———————- than a deer. (fast) 

10. Ranbeer is the ——————— man in the village. (old) 

11. Janet is the ——————– woman in the town. (rich) 

12. The fox is the ——————— of all animals. (clever) 

13. The rose smells ———————– than any other flower. (sweet) 

14. Iron is ——————– than copper. (useful) 

 

III. Complete the following sentences using an appropriate degree of 
comparison. 

 

1. She is —————— than her sister. 

 a) shorter 

 b) more short  

c) shortest 

2. Fact is —————– than fiction.  

a) more strange 

 b) stranger 

c) strangest 

 3. The sun is ——————– than any other star. 
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 a) bright 

 b) brighter 

c) more bright  

d) brightest 

4. Who is the —————– in the class?  

a) best performer  

b) better performer  

5. She is ——————– than you think. 

 a) more intelligent 

 b) most intelligent  

c) intelligent 

6. Janaki is ——————- than her sister. 

 a) more pretty  

 b) prettier 

7. You are the ———————- person I have ever met. 

 a) more obstinate  

b) most obstinate 

8. The car is running ——————– since it had a service. 

 a) more smoothly 

 b) most smoothly 

9. I want to spend the ——————— possible time working. 

 a) least 

 b) less 
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 c) lesser 

 10. He plays ——————— than anybody else in the team.  

a) better 

 b) best 

c) more good 

 

IV. Fill in the blanks with appropriate comparative or superlative forms. 

 

1. Chennai is ………………. than Bangalore. (hot) 

2. I earn ………………. money than you. (much) 

3. This is …………… than that. (good) 

4. Rajani is ………………. than her sister. (tall) 

5. Avishkar is the ……………….. boy in the class. (smart) 

6. Rani is ……………… than Rita. (pretty) 

7. Mount Everest is the ……………… peak in the world. (high) 

8. A fox is ………………. than a goat. (clever) 

9. Raj is the ………………. of the four brothers. (tall) 

10. This is the ………………. solution to the problem. (simple) 

11. Ramya is the ……………… girl in the class. (quiet) 

12. I am the ……………… man in the whole world. (unhappy) 
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